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Abstract--To analyse the motion of a heavy solid S with a fixed point, two suitable parameters c 
and # are introduced which are, respectively, related to the forces and to the structure of the body. 
Then an approximate analytical solution is derived by the Lindstedt-Poincar~ method. Finally, this 
solution is compared with the numerical results obtained by the program Solid.nb which allows to 
analyse the motion of any solid with a fixed point. Q 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, the approximate solution of the motion of a heavy solid S with a fixed point by 
the Lindstedt-Poincar6 method is found under suitable initial conditions. Moreover, the program 
Solid.nb, which is implemented by Mathematica, llows the numerical simulation of the motion 
of S starting from Euler's equations. Solid.nb generalizes the program GiroPes.nb which is 
contained in [1]. 
The approximate solution is obtained by a nondimensional analysis of the motion equations. 
This analysis uggests he introduction oftwo suitable perturbation parameters e and #. The first 
of these parameters i  related to the geometric and material structure of the body whereas the 
second one to the forces acting on it. For the values e = 0 and # = 0, the motion equations are 
exactly integrable. Then the Poincar6 regular perturbation method is applied by developing the 
angular velocity components a well as the Euler angles as power series of and up to second-order 
terms. Such developments are corrected by the Lindstedt-Poincar~ techniques to eliminate some 
secular terms appearing in them. 
The program Solid.nb numerically integrates the motion equations and supplies the plots of 
the angular velocity components a well as of Euler's angles. Moreover, it shows the mark of the 
stable permanent axis on the unit sphere and it allows the comparison between the numerical 
and the approximate solution. 
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In Section 1, the theoretical fundamental results about the gyroscopic effect principle are briefly 
recalled, while in Section 2, the nondimensional motion equations are written. Section 3 is devoted 
to the Lindstedt-Poincar@ method and finally, Section 4 contains imulations and comparisons. 
In the Appendix, the text of the program Solid.nb is reported. 
2. ABOUT THE FUNDAMENTAL RESULTS OF  
THE GYROSCOPIC  EFFECT PR INCIPLE  
The following results, relative to the gyroscopic effects, represent a valid theoretical support 
either to the analytical expressions obtained by the Lindstedt-Poincar@ method or to the numer- 
ical simulations contained in Section 4. In both cases, all the obtained results appear in good 
agreement with the theoretical expectations. 
Let us consider a solid S with a fixed-point O and two orthogonal Cartesian frames T - Oxyz 
and T' - O'xty'zq The first is fixed in the space and the second one in the body. In the sequel, 
we denote by i, j, k the unit vectors along the axes of this last frame which is assumed principal 
of inertia. Let Mo be the torque with respect o the point O of the forces acting on S; ~b, ~, 0 
the Euler angles of T ~ with respect o T; A, B, C the principal momenta of inertia of S relative 
to the axes x ~, y,, z t and p, q, r the components in T ~ of angular velocity co of S. It is well known 
that the gyroscopic effect principle expresses the possibility to substitute the angular momentum 
equation with the following approximate one: 
Cro~t  = Mo,  (1) 
under the hypothesis that S 
(i) is a gyroscope to which is initially impressed a very high angular velocity co = r0k around 
the gyroscopic axis z'; 
(ii) the torque Mo is orthogonal to z t, i.e., it is such that 
Mo = k x F. (2) 
Equation (1), proved by Signorini n [2], supplies an approximation ofthe instantaneous velocity 
field of S only in the case of a gyroscope subjected to forces having vanishing initial torque. 
It is also well known that a gyroscopic effect principle is valid for any solid. This principle 
is expressed by equations more general than (1) under hypotheses which we make clear later, 
provided that it is intended to give an approximation of the position, not of the velocity field. As 
a consequence, the elementary gyroscopic effects (the axis of fast rotation is steady and it tends 
to become parallel to the acting torque), appear to be specific properties of the steady axes of 
rotation rather than properties of the solid and torque. 
In fact, in Stoppelli's papers [3,4] it is proved that these results are valid for any solid to which 
a very high initial velocity co = p0i + q0J + r0k (P0 and q0 are infinitesimal at least of the order 
l /r0),  around a steady axis is impressed provide that: 
(i) the forces acting on it depend only on time and 0, ¢, (i.e., on the position of the steady 
axis); 
(ii) the principal momenta of inertia do not satisfy neither the condition 
(a) A = B = C (spherical case), nor the condition, 
(b) A + B = C (planar case) unless S is a gyroscope. 
To be more explicit, in the paper [4] the acting torque has the form 
Mo = (Q - O) × F, (3) 
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where the coordinates of Q in T ~ as well as the components of F in T are functions only of t, 0, ~b. 
In this case, it is proved the following equation which generalizes (1) and reduces to it if Mo  has 
the expression (2): 
dk . 
Cg0-~ = Mo.  (4) 
In (4), we have introduced the notations 
[1  0Mz,] , M~)=(Q' -O)×F,  (5) 
~o = ro + -~r " O~ t=o 
where Q~ is the projection of Q on z'. 
The spherical and planar cases as well as the general one of a force depending on ~ and w, 
which were not analyzed in [3,4], have been studied in [5-9]. In the planar case [4], it was proved 
that (1) does not approximate he position of S even i fMo  has the form (2). About the spherical 
case it is proved [6-8] that (1) approximates the position of S provided that Mo is orthogonal to 
the steady axis, F depends on p, q, r, t, ¢, 0 whereas the dependence of F on ~ can invalidate such 
an approximation. If Mo  is not orthogonal to z', (see (3)), (4) may not approximate he position 
of S even if Q and F depend on r, t, ¢, 0 only. In [8], it is proved that (4) does not approximate 
the position of S when Q and F depend on ~ even if S has a gyroscopic structure. The general 
case of forces which depend on the velocity field acting on any solid is studied in [9] where it is 
proved that (4) supplies an approximation of the motion when Mo is given by (3). 
Papers [5-9] put in evidence a phenomenon which in [10,11] is proved to be related both to the 
solid characteristics and the dependence of forces on ~: in some cases 1~ is infinitesimal with 1/ro, 
and consequently, the rotating axis is steady, whereas in other cases it is not. Moreover, it is 
shown that if Mo  is a function of t, ~, ~, 0 and satisfies ome suitable analytical hypotheses, the 
equation of gyroscopic effect approximates the position of S every time p and q are infinitesimal 
with 1/ro and that happens when some resonance conditions are not verified. 
3. NONDIMENSIONAL FORM OF EULER'S EQUATIONS 
In this section, we examine in detail the motion of a solid with a fixed point which is subjected 
to its weight applied in the center of mass G on the gyroscopic axis. We supply the analytical 
expressions of the angular components and Euler's angles which are approximated up to terms 
of the second order in two suitable parameters we define in the sequel. These expressions can be 
also obtained for general forces of which the functional dependence on p, q, r, t, ~b, ~, 0 is given. 
The motion of S satisfies Euler's equations 
Ap - (B  - C)qr  = M(~, ) (¢ ,~,O,p ,q , r , t ) ,  
B i t  - (C - A )pr  = M~a,)(¢,~p,O,p,q,r , t) ,  (6) 
C÷ - (A  - B)pq = M~a, ) (~,~,O,p ,q , r , t ) ,  
and Euler's relations 
1 
= s-~n0 (p sin ~ + q cos ~), 
~b = - (p sin ~ + q cos ~) cot 0 + r, (7) 
~) = p cos ~ - q sin ~. 
Under the hypothesis that the only acting force is the weight P, system (6) becomes 
Ap - (B  - C)qr  = z~aP cos~s inO,  
B~t - (C - A )pr  = -z~aPs in~s inO,  (8) 
C ÷ - (A - B)pq = O, 
where z~ is the coordinate of G in the frame Ox~y% p. 
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For a nondimensional nalysis of the previous equations, we introduce the following time char- 
acteristic quantity: 
1 
T = - - ,  (9) 
r0 
where r0 is the component along the axis z' of the initial angular velocity of S. Starting from (9), 
it is possible to define the following other nondimensional quantities: 
p q r 
Pa = - - ,  qa = - - ,  ra = - - .  (10) 
r0 T0 r0 
Let 
t 
T = ~ = rot (11) 
be a new nondimensional time variable. From (10) and (11), we derive the following expressions 
for the derivatives of p, q, r with respect o t: 
[9 = r~dP;  4 = r2dqa ÷ 2dra (12) 
, o d7  ' = r°  -~T"  
Therefore, equations (6), taking into account (10),(12), assume the form 
B-C  
[9= A 
C-A  
4 -  B 
A -B  
C 
z I p 
G 
- -  qr + ~ cos ~ sm 0, 
roA 
zbY  . 
- -  p r -  rT  A sm~sin0,  
Pq, 
(13) 
where p, q, r, and t are nondimensional, i.e., denote Pa, qa, ra, and T. In terms of nondimensional 
quantities, Euler's relations (7) maintain their form. 
In order to integrate system (13) by a perturbation method, we introduce the following pa- 
rameters e and #: 
z~aP A = C + #, B = C + ~#,  (14) 
e - r2 A , 
where B is a constant which we have to assign in such a way that ~# and # are of the same order. 
We explicitly remark that # is related to the geometric and material structure of S whereas e is 
linked to the force acting on S. 
System (13), owing to (14), is modified in the following other one: 
C 
= ~fl (]~) qr + e ~ cos ~ sin 0, 
c (15) 
4 = 3'2(#) pr  - e C + ~# sin ~ sin 0, 
= "/3(#) Pq, 
where 
B-C  C-A  A -B  
~1(#) = A ' ~2(t~) = B ' "~3(tt) = C 
System (15) is easily integrable when the parameters e and tt vanish. In fact, for these values 
of e and #, we are led to the determination of a motion of inertia of a solid S with a spherical 
structure. In other words, for e = # = 0, system (15) becomes 
/~=O=÷=0 
from which, assigning the initial conditions p(0) = q(0) = 0, r(0) = 1, we derive 
p(t)  = O, q(t) = O, r ( t )  = 1. 
(16) 
(17) 
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By substituting (17) into Euler's relations and integrating them with the initial conditions 
~(0) = p(0) = 0, 9(0) = 00, we derive the following expressions for Euler's angles: 
~(t) = o, ~(t) = t, o(t) = Oo. (~s) 
In conclusion, the solution of the unperturbed problem (e = # = 0), in the chosen initial 
conditions is expressed by (17),(18) for the velocity field and the position of S, respectively. 
4. THE L INDSTEDT-POINCARl~ METHOD 
It is useful, towards the analysis which follows, writing the motion equations of S in the form 
= f l (e ,p,~,p,O,p,q,r , t ) ,  
(l= f2(e,p,~,P,&P,q,r , t ) ,  
i '= f3(e,#,~,p,9,p,q,r , t ) ,  
(p= f4(e,#,~,p,O,p,q,r , t ) ,  
p= f~(e,#,~b,~,O,p,q,r,t), 
0 = f6(e,#,¢,p,O,p,q,r , t ) ,  
(19) 
where the functions f~ denote the second sides of Euler's equations and relations for i = 1, 2, 3 and 
i = 4, 5, 6, respectively. Functions (19) are analytic with respect o the variables on which they 
depend in a neighborhood gt of the origin and then, owing to Poincard's Theorem, the solutions 
of (19) are also analytic in the region gt with respect o e and #. Therefore, the approximate 
solution up to terms of the third order in these parameters can be written 
P2 = po(t) + ep~(t) + #pu(t) + eep~(t) + e#p~u(t) + #ept, u(t), 
re = to(t) + ~r((t) + #ru(t) + e~r~(t) + ~ttr~u(t) + #e%u(t), 
% = Co(t) + ~¢~(t) + u~.(t) + J%~(t) + ~u¢~.(t) + ~%..(t) ,  
~e = ~o(t) + ~( t )  + t,~.(t) + ~( t )  + ~#~.(t)  + ~. . ( t ) ,  
% = Oo(t) + ~o~(t) + ~o.(t) + ~o( t )  + ~o~.(t) + u@.. ( t ) ,  
(20) 
where Po, qo, ro, ~bo, Po, go are solutions of the unperturbed system. By substituting (20) into the 
motion equations (19), we obtain the following relations: 
po(t) + ~p~(t) + ~b.(t) + ~2p~(t) + ~;0~,(t) + ~:p..(t) 
(21) 
= f01 + e re1 q- # ft*l + £2 f~cl + ett fe~l + #2 f.t~l, 
%(t) + ~q~(t) + ~q.(t)  + ~O(t) + ~O~.(t) + ~.q( t )  (22) 
= fo2 + c f~2 + ~ fu2 + ~2 f~2 + ~ f~,2 + tt 2 f~,~,2, 
/'o(t) + c/'~(t) + #/'t,(t) + ~÷(t )  + e# ÷~u(t) + #~,/'(t) (23) 
= fo3 + e f~s + t~ L,3 + e 2 f~3 + ~tt f~u3 + t t2 L,~,3, 
~o(t) + ~ Co(t) + u ¢.(t) + ~b( t )  + ~u ~,~.(t) + ~,~.¢(t) (24) 
= f04 + e f~4 + ~ fu4 + e e f~4 + ~# f~,4 + p2 fu~,4, 
Co(t) + ~i~(t) + ui~.(t) + ~i~(t) + ~ i~.(t) + u~,.~(t) (25) 
= fo~ + e f~  + tL f~,~ + (e f~  + ~t~ f~,5 + ,2 L,.5, 
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Oo(t) + oo(t) + o.(t) + + + ,2..o(t) 
= f06 + e fc6 + # f,6 + e 2 f(e6 + e# f~,6 + #2 f ,  u6, (26) 
whose second sides denote the developments of fi, i -- 1 , . . . ,  6, around the origin with respect 
to e and #. We have now to collect in each equation of system (21)-(26) the coefficients of the 
same powers of e and #. Equating to zero each of these coefficients, we obtain a l inear  differential 
system to determine the zero-order coefficients of the developments (20), a l inear  system for the 
first-order coefficients and so on. The zero-order system is integrable since it coincides with the 
unperturbed system (16),(18). The other systems are integrable when the solution of the previous 
ones is known. The calculations which are long and tedious have been made by Mathematica. The 
final formulas, which are not written for brevity, exhibit the following interesting characteristics: 
(i) the first-order terms do not depend on the solid structure (i.e., on/3 and #); 
(ii) these parameters/3, # and some secular terms tn sin at,  f.n cos oLt appear only in the second- 
order terms of developments (20). 
As a consequence, the developments obtained by Poincar~'s method are not uniform with respect 
to the time variable. Some secular terms can be eliminated in them by the Lindstedt-Poincar6 
procedure. This consists in searching for power developments in the variables e and # of the 
functions p, q, r, ~, ~, 0 of the time variable t which in turn depends on a new variable s according 
to the formula 
t=s  1+ z " (27) 
i=0 j--0 
We have to introduce (27) into the developments obtained by Poincar6's method and collect 
the coefficients of the same power of e and #. Then we have to verify if a possible choice exists 
of the coefficients ci,j which eliminates the secular terms. In our case, if we choose 
cl,o = 2 cos 0o, c1,1 =/3, c2,o = 3(1 + 3 cos 0o), c2,1 = 3/3 cos 0o, c2, 2 = O, (28) 
we obtain the following approximations of p, q, r, ¢, ~, O: 
1 
P2 = e ro sin rot sin Oo + ~ro sin 20o[rot(cosrot - 1) + 2 sin rot]e 2 
(29) 
+ro sin Oo [rot/3(cos rot - 1) + (/3 - 1) sin rot]e #, 
1 
q2 = ero s inOo(cosrot  - 1) - ~r0 sin 200(2 - 2 cos r0t + ro ts in ro t  )e2 
- r0  sin 00[1 - /3  + (/3 - 1) cos rot + rot/3sinrot]e p, 
(30) 
r = to ,  (31) 
1 
¢2 = e( rot - sin rot) - -~ cos 00(4 sin rot + sin 2r0t - 6rot)c 2 
+[rot/3 - sin r0t - 1(/3 - 1) sin 2rot]e #, 
~2 = rot + e cos 00( rot + sin rot) + rot/3# + 1 [3 sin 2rot + cos 20o(16 sin rot 
1 
+ sin 2r0t - 36r0t)]e 2 + ~ cos 00 [4r0t/3 + 2 sin rot + (/3 - 1) sin 2r0t]e #, 
1 rot sin 200(7 + cos rot)e 2 02 = Oo + e sinOo(1 - cosrot) + ~ sin 2 -~- 
rot sin 0o[/3 + (/3 - 1) cosrot]e #. +2 sin 2 -~- 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
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We explicitly remark that (29)-(34) again contain dimensional quantities ince we introduced 
the following transformations: 
t -~  ro t ,  p --* rop ,  q - - ,  roq ,  r ~ ror .  
5. SOME NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
The program Solid.nb numerically integrates the motion equations upplying in any fixed-time 
interval the plots of angular velocity components, the plots of Euler's angles as well as of the mark 
of zt-axis on the unit sphere. Moreover, in the case of a heavy solid, initially rotating around z', 
the program operates a graphical comparison between the numerical solution of motion equations 
and the approximate analytical one (29)-(34) and exhibits the percentage error plots relative to 
Euler's angles. In every plot, the dashed and continuous lines represent the approximate analytical 
solution and the numerical one, respectively. 
The first simulation refers to the motion of a heavy gyroscope to which a high rotation around 
the gyroscopic axis is initially impressed. It shows that the analytical solution gives a very good 
approximation for Euler's angles even for initial angular velocity not very high. The input data 
are 
A = B = 1.6, C = 1.5, [P[ = -2, z' = 1, ~P0 = ~0 = 0, 
7r 
0o = -~, Po = qo = 0, ro = 10, T = 20, 
and the corresponding command raw reads 
Solid [1.6,1.6,1.5, {0, 0, 1}, {0' 0' -2}' 0' 0' 10' 0' 0' 7r' 104] " 3  
For the sake of brevity, we show only the ~9-plot and the mark of gyroscopic axis on the unit 
sphere. The function/9(t) and the mark of steady axis are represented in the following Figures 1 
and 2. Moreover, the percentege errors on ~p(t), ~(t), tg(t) are about 10%, 10%, 2%, respectively. 
The second simulation refers to a solid in the planar case. As we have recalled in the Section 2, 
in this situation the gyroscopic effect principle is not valid in complete agreement with the result 
expressed in Figures 3 and 4. 
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The input data are 
A = 1, B = 1.2, C = 2.5, [PI = -2,  
Figure 6. 
z t= l ,  40=~0=0,  
T = 50, 
7r 
8o = ~, Po = qo = 0 ,  ro  = 10, 
and the corresponding command raw reads 
7r 
Solid [1,1.2,2.2, {0, 0, 1}, {0,0, -2},0,0,  10, 0,0, ~, 50,104] .
Finally, the third and last simulation refers to a heavy solid which is subjected to a vertical 
elastic force too applied on the steady axis. (See Figures 5 and 6.) The input data are 
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A = 1.6, B = 1.7, C = 1.5, ]F] = -(1 + 5 cos 0), z' = 1, 
7r 
8o = ~, Po = qo = 0,  ro  = 10,  T = 50, 
and the corresponding command raw reads 
Solid [1.6,1.7,1.5, {0,0,1}, {0,0, -1 - 5cos[O[t]]}, o, o, lo, o,o, ~, 50,104]. 
~bo = ~0 = 0, 
APPENDIX  
Solid.nb supplies the intersection point of the #-axis with the sphere having unit radius and 
the center at the fixed point. A, B, CO = eigenvalues of the inertia tensor; the program requires 
that CO is a triple or simple eigenvalue such that A, B < CO or A, B > CO; F = component list 
in the fixed frame Oxyz of the totM force acting on the solid; z = coordinate of the application 
point on z'-axis of force; p0, q0, r0 = components of initial angular velocity in the body inertial 
frame Oxty~z~; ¢0, ~0, 80 = initial Euler angles; T = time interval of observation; steps = number 
of steps in NDSolve. 
Off[Generah :spell] 
Off[General::spelll] 
Solid[A_, B_, CO_, z_, F_, p0_, q0_, r0_, ¢0_, ~0_, 80_, T_, steps_] := 
Module[{ Q, F1, M, eq, sol, curva, gr }, 
(* Orthogonal matrix of the frame change Oxyz --* O~x'y'z '*) 
Q = {{Cos[~o[t]] Cos[~b[t]] - Sin[~o[t]] Sin[¢ [t]] Cos[0[t]], 
Cos[~o[t]] Sin[~[t]] + Sin[~[t]] Cos[¢[t]] Cos[0[t]], 
Sin[~o[t]] Sin[0[t]]}, {Sin[~o[t]] Cos[¢[t]] + Cos[~o[t]] Sin[~b[t]] Cos[t?[t]]), 
-Sin[~[t]] Sin[¢[t]] + Cos[~o[t]] Cos[¢[t]] Cos[ 0[t]], 
Cos[~o[t]] Sin[0[t]]}, { Sin[¢[t]] Sin[0[t]], -Cos[¢[t]] Sin[0[t]], Cos[0[t]]}}; 
(*force components in the body frame*) 
F1 = Q.F; 
(*Torque components in the body frame*) 
M = Cross[z, F1]; 
(*Euler' s equations and kinematical relations*) 
eql = p'[t] == -~ (B-  CO) q[t] r[t] +~ MIll]I; 
eq2 = q'[t] == ½ (CO- A) Pit] r[t] +~ M[[2]]; 
eq3 = r'[t] == ~00 (A-  B) p[t] q[t] +~-'d0 M[[3]]; 
eq4 = ~b'[t] == (p[t] Sin[~o[t]] + q[t] Coskp[t]])/Sin[~[t]]; 
eq5 = ~'[t] ==-((p[t ]  Sin[~o[t]] + q[t] Cos[~o It]I) Cot[~)[t]]) + r[t]; 
eq6 = 0'[t] == pit] Cos[~o[t]] - q[t] Sin[~o[t]]; 
(*Numerical solutions of Euler equations and kinematical relations*) 
sol = NDSolve[{eql, eq2, eq3, eq4, eq5, eq6, p[0] == p0, q[0] == q0, 
r[0] == r0, ¢[0] == ¢0,~o[0] == ~o0, # [0] ==tg0}, {p, q, r, ~b,~, ~}, {t, 0, W}, 
MaxSteps --* steps]; 
(*Plots of Euler's angles*) 
pll = Plot[Evaluate[¢[t] /. sol] 180/7r, {t, 0, T}, AxesLabel ~ {"t' ,  "~b"}, 
DisplayFunction --* Identity]; 
pl2 = Plot[Evaluate[~[t] /. sol] 180/r, {t, 0, T}, AxesLabel --* {"t", "~o" }, 
DisplayFunction --* Identity]; 
pl3 = Plot[Evaluate[~[t] /. sol] 180/1r, {t, 0, W}, AxesLabel--~{"t", ~"}, 
DisplayFunction --* Identity]; 
(*Plots of angular velocity components*) 
pl4 = Plot[Evaluate[p[t] /. sol], {t, 0, T/3}, AxesLabel ~ {"t", "p"}, 
DisplayFunction --* Identity]; 
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p15 = Plot[Evaluate[q(t] /. sol], {t, 0, T/3}, AxesLabel -+ {“t”, “q”}, 
DisplayFunction + Identity]; 
~16 = Plot[Evaluate[r[t] /. sol], {t, 0, T/3}, AxesLabel --+ {“t”, “r”}, 
DisplayFunction -+ Identity]; 
(*trajectory of the intersection point of z’- axis with the unit sphere*) 
curva = ParametricPlotSD[Evaluate[{Cos[$[t] - r/2] Sin(0 [t]], 
Sin[lc,[t] - n/2] Sin[e[t]], Cos[e[t]]} /. sol], {t, 0, T}, PlotPoints --t 20 T, 
DisplayFunction -+ Identity]; 
gr = ParametricPlotSD({Sin[u] Sin[v], Cos[u] Sin[v], Cos[v]},{u, 0, 2 7r}, 
{v, 0, ‘rr}, LightSources -+ (((-1, -1, 3}, GrayLeve1[0.999]}}, 
PlotPoints --f (25, 25}, DisplayFunction + Identity]; 
If[pO == 0 && q0 == 0 && $0 == 0 && cp0 == 0 &&F[[l]] == 0 && 
F[[2]] == 0 && z[[l]] == 0 && z[[2]] == 0 && D[F[[3]], t] === 0, 
Goto[l], Goto[2]]; 
Label[l]; 
(*Perturbative parameters*) 
c=WU; 
p = A - CO; 
p = Which[A == CO, 1, A != CO, (B - CO)/(A - CO)]; 
(*Second order analytical expressions of unknowns*) 
p2[t_] := r0 Sir+0 t] Sin[BO] E + i r0 Sin[280] (r0 t (Cos[rO t] - 1) + 
2 Sin(r0 t]) c2 + r0 Sin[BO] (r0 t P(Cos[rO t] - 1) + (P -1) Sin[rO t]) c p; 
q2[t_] := r0 Sin[BO] (Co+0 t] -1) c - 4 r0 Sin[200](2 - 2 Cos[rO t] + 
r0 t Sin[rO t]) c2- r0 Sin[BO] (1 -/? + (p -1) Cos[rO t] + 
r0 t p Sin(r0 t]) E p; 
r2[t_] := r0; 
+2[t_] := (r0 t - Sin[rO t]) E - $ cos[eo] (4 Sin[rO t] + Sin[2 r0 t] - 
6 r0 t) c2+ (r0 t p -Sin[rO t] - i(P -1) Sin[2 r0 t]) c CL; 
cp2[t_] := r0 t + cos[eo] (r0 t + Sin[rO t]) E + r0 t /3 p + i ( 3 Sin[2 r0 t] + 
Cos[280] (16 Sin(r0 t] + Sin[2 r0 t] -36 r0 t)) c2 + f Cos[BO] (4 r0 t P + 
2 Sir+0 t] + (p -1) Sin[2 r0 t]) c p; 
e2[t_] := 80 + Sin(BO] (1 -Cos(rO t]) E + t (Sin[T])2 Sin[2BO] (7 + 
Cos[rO t]) c2 + 2 (Sin[y])2 Sir@ 0] (/3 + (/3 - 1) Cos[rO t]) E I_L; 
(*Graphical comparison*) 
plll = Plot(Evaluate[$2[t]]*180/n, {t, 0, T}, PlotStyle -+ 
{Da.shing[{O.Ol, O.Ol}]}, DisplayFunction 4 Identity]; 
~112 = Plot[Evaluate[(p2[t]]*180/7r, {t, 0, T}, PlotStyle + 
{Dashing[{O.Ol, O.Ol}]}, DisplayFunction + Identity]; 
~113 = Plot[Evaluate[82[t]]*180/?r, {t, 0, T}, PlotStyle + 
{Dashing[{O.Ol, O.Ol}]}, DisplayFunction ---* Identity]; 
~114 = Plot[Evaluate[p2[t]], {t, 0, T}, PlotStyle + {Dashing[{O.Ol, O.Ol}]}, 
DisplayFunction + Identity]; 
~115 = Plot[Evaluate[q2[t]], {t, 0, T}, PlotStyle + {Dashing[{O.Ol, O.Ol}]}, 
DisplayFunction --t Identity]; 
~116 = Plot[Evaluate[r2[t]], {t, 0, T}, PlotStyle --) {Dashing[{O.Ol, O.Ol}]}, 
DisplayFunction + Identity]; 
Print[“The dashed lines refer to approximate analytical expressions “1; 
Print[“whereas the continuous ones refer to the numerical solutions”]; 
Print(““]; 
Print? Graphical comparison of Euler’s angles”]; 
Print [,, “I; 
Show[pll, ~111, DisplayFunction -+ $DisplayFunction]; 
Show(p12, ~112, DisplayFunction + $DisplayFunction]; 
Show(pl3, ~113, DisplayFunction + $DisplayFunction]; 
Lindstedt-Poincard Method 343 
Print[" Graphical comparison of angular velocity components"]; 
Print[""]; 
Show[pl4, pll4, DisplayFunction ~ $DisplayFunction]; 
Show[pl5, pll5, DisplayFunction --* $DisplayFunction]; 
Show[pl6, pll6, DisplayFunction ~ $DisplayFunction]; 
Print[""]; 
Print[" Mark of the steady axis on the unit sphere"]; 
Print[""]; 
Show[gr, curva, DisplayFunction -~ $DisplayFunction]; 
(*Plot of percentage rror*) 
Print[" Plot of percentage rror"]; 
Print[""]; 
pl~b =Plot [ (Eva luat@p[ t ] / . so l ] -Eva luate[¢2  t]])100/Evaluat@p[t] /.sol], 
{t, 0.01,T}, AxesLabel ~ {"t", "Error(C)%" }, PlotRange --, All]; 
pl~ =Plot[(Evaluate[qa[t] /. sol]-Evaluate[~ 2[t]])100/Evaluate[qz[t] /.sol], 
{t, 0.01,T}, AxesLabel ~ {"t", "Error(~)% "}, P lotaange ~ All]; 
pl0 = Plot[(Evaluate[0[t] /. sol]-Evaluate[02[t]]) 100/Evaluate[0[t] /.soil, 
{t, 0.01, T}, AxesLabel ~ {"t", "Error(0)% "}, PlotRange -~ All]; 
Goto[3]; 
Label[2]; 
Print [" Euler's angles"]; 
Print[""]; 
Show[pll, DisplayFunction ~ $DisplayFunction]; 
Show[pl2, DisplayFunction ~ $DisplayFunction]; 
Show[pl3, DisplayFunction --, $DisplayFunction]; 
Print [" Angular velocity components"]; 
Print[""]; 
Show[pl4, DisplayFunction --* $DisplayFunction]; 
Show[pl5, DisplayFunction ~ $DisplayFunction]; 
Show[pl6, DisplayFunction ~ $DisplayFunction]; 
Pr int["Mark of the steady axis on the unit sphere"]; 
Print[""]; 
Show[gr, curva, DisplayFunction -~ $DisplayFunction]; 
Label[3]; 
] 
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